Anaconda Copper blocked reform at every turn, earning from MacMillan the title "one ruthlessly powerful corporation" (p. 253). The story closes with the federal government acceding to Anaconda Copper's complete control of technological development and implementation. In 1918 a company representative noted that the cost of experimentation had become "unduly expensive" (p. 239), but MacMillan clearly does not believe him. Although the pollution persisted, the smoke wars subsided as the company purchased land and "smoke rights" from Deer Lodge Valley farmers and made land swaps with the Forest Service. From all of this MacMillan concludes, "Pollution abatement is not something that can be achieved by the traditional operations of the marketplace" (p. 20), an idea that has lost some salience since the 1970s.
Perhaps inevitably, given the book's narrow focus, readers will long for greater context. Smoke wars in Tennessee, California, and Utah make cameo appearances here, but readers will want more national context, particularly concerning the coal smoke abatement movement that was active during these years. Readers are also left guessing about the actual technological capabilities of the industry, with MacMillan apparently assuming that improvements could have been made. MacMillan might also have included a fuller discussion of state and local laws, which would have helped readers understand why local and state efforts to abate smoke apparently ceased after the Roosevelt administration became involved. Joseph Taylor has a practical and an academic objective for this book. The practical objective is to show how "simple stories can fail humans and nature" (p. 248) and that the simple stories dominating the salmon debate "have failed to save salmon" (p. 253). The academic objective is to promote the eld of environmental history.
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Beginning with Native American fishers, Taylor shows how "culture, nature, and technology both encouraged and moderated exploitation" (p. 38). The next chapter argues that sh culture "became the preferred tool of management because it offered to pro-duce an endless supply of sh" (p. 98) and to alleviate the effects of over shing and economic development.
Next, Taylor turns to the title and main theme of the book-"making salmon." He covers the national politics promoting hatcheries and then the local Northwest politics. Taylor shows how society has wrongly come to see hatcher y technology as a panacea to replace productivity lost due to human pressure on salmon and their habitats. After making salmon, Taylor discusses the role of industrial and recreational harvesters in promoting hatcheries to increase salmon productivity for their own gear, region, ethnic group, and class. In "Remaking Salmon," he shows how boosterism and poor science set the salmon hatcher y effort on a new evolutionary path that was "economically logical, but scienti cally skewed" (p. 205).
For me, the final chapter, " Taking Responsibility," does not build on the arguments of the previous chapters. These have shown how economic expansion and determinism, political patronage, state and federal management incompetence, a belief in technology combined with weak science, El Niños, boosterism, promoters of the region imposing their values on nature, the introduction of exotics, and "a cannibalistic brand of conservation" (p. 202) have destroyed salmon stocks. Instead, Taylor recommends ever yone join in a round table. He says that we need to "agree to detach salmon's needs from social pressures that warp salmon policy" (p. 255).
The previous seven chapters effectively show how "politics and economy reshaped ecology and biology" (p. 184) and have prevented people from coming together for the sake of salmon. Further, one wonders why powerful people, who need to be at such a round table, would attend, given characterizations such as "[U.S. Senator Slade] Gorton became a study in upward failure" (p. 244).
Advocating for a field of environmental history, Taylor encourages environmental historians to be interdisciplinary-examining cultural, economic, and environmental contexts for resource problems-and shows this with his own work. To help, over a third of the book's pages are chapter notes, "Source Notes for Maps," and a "Bibliographical Essay." Taylor demonstrates an exhaustive review of the literature on salmon and related topics. Chapter notes are by paragraph, and sometimes the notes on a paragraph exceed the length of the paragraph itself. The rich footnoting is bene cial to the scholar looking for the background sources on a particular topic. The maps provided with the text are outstanding; they are excellent visual summaries and elaborations of the issues discussed in the text. The "Bibliographical Essay" provides an exhaustive list of references, but the person wanting to nd a speci c reference may find the chapter notes and citation style difficult to sort through. Taylor provides suggestions on untapped archival resources by pointing environmental historians to the relatively under-used Oregon and Washington State archives.
Taylor advances the field of environmental history and contributes detail to the hatcher y and management side of the salmon story. The story waiting to be written is how culture and economy can work together to speak for salmon. With the recent listing of several stocks of Paci c salmon as endangered or threatened, scholars are asking what precipitated this environmental tragedy. Rik Scarce, a sociologist at Montana State University, unravels one strand of this tangled and depressing history to trace how social and material forces have shaped sheries science in the Pacific Northwest. Scarce hopes to prove how the concept of the social construction of nature, reviled by many environmentalists, can actually work in their favor. While Scarce's study yields fascinating insights into working lives of salmon biologists, his historical interpretations may leave some readers in knots.
The book's greatest strength lies in its ethnographic detail. Scarce interviewed twenty-four American and Canadian biologists, attended numerous conferences and public hearings, and watched scientists at work in the laboratory and the eld over a three-year period. Drawing upon Bruno Latour's insights into the social production of scienti c knowledge, Scarce uses extensive quotations to illuminate how contemporary salmon biologists work. His best insights emerge when he lets his subjects speak for themselves about the difficulties they encounter in applying scienti c knowledge to environmental and social concerns. Scarce captures his subjects' con icted feelings of optimism and despair about salmon's future. His inter views graphically illustrate just how messy (and human) science can be.
